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Yanmar America and TYM Sign Supply Agreement for 

Tractors 

 

Adairsville, GA (January 19, 2023) - Yanmar America Corporation has announced a supply 

agreement with TYM Corporation to provide 3 models of Yanmar-branded tractors. The 

tractors will be launched in 2023 and available in the North American market.  

 

The agreement builds upon the existing cooperation between Yanmar and TYM groups, 

where Yanmar supplies its powerful and reliable TNV diesel engines to TYM for their range of 

sub compact and compact tractors.  

 

“This partnership with TYM offers a broader portfolio of product solutions to meet customer 

needs”, said Jeff Albright, President, Yanmar America. “Furthermore, it extends our 

relationship beyond our successful collaboration in the engine domain to grow our 

businesses in the rural lifestyle and farm sector.” 

 

“As we look towards expansion of our tractor lineup, we are excited at this opportunity to 

deliver a superior experience to our customers,” said Jon Richardson, Director, Rural 

Lifestyle Division, Yanmar America. “These products will be designed and built with Yanmar 

diesel engines and customized to meet Yanmar’s exacting specifications.”  

 

Both Yanmar America and TYM will continue to explore opportunities for differentiation and 

expansion of the product offerings to better accommodate the diversified customer needs in 

North America. 

 

About Yanmar America Corporation 

Yanmar America Corporation, located in Adairsville, GA, is the regional headquarters of 

Yanmar Holdings Co., Ltd. a global company based in Osaka, Japan. Yanmar was 

established in 1912, and in 1933 became the world's first manufacturer to develop a practical 

small diesel engine. Today, Yanmar is a recognized leader in the design and manufacturing 

of advanced performance diesel engines and diesel-powered equipment, as well as gas 



engine-based energy systems. Yanmar America Corporation is located at 101 International 

Parkway, Adairsville, GA 30103. For more information, please visit yanmar.com/us. 

 

 

About TYM 

TYM creates tractors that bring together alluring form, advanced function and accessible 

value. Through our expertise in design, engineering and manufacturing, the company helps 

owners overcome every obstacle as they shape the world around them. Headquartered in 

Korea with distribution across North America, Europe, and Asia, and assembly operations in 

the USA, TYM has been empowering customers for over 70 years. 

 

Note: Information contained in the news release is valid at the time of publication and may differ from the most 

recently available information. 
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